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Main balance sheet indicators

MAIN BALANCE SHEET INDICATORS

Data of parent company BTP S.p.A.
(in Euro) 2007 2006 2005

production value 514.853.144 499.634.299 423.528.780
operational result 22.367.290 21.404.381 21.630.884
pre-tax result 11.121.618 10.511.505 12.033.467
net profit 7.213.466 3.627.547 5.538.753
net equity 48.095.363 40.881.894 37.254.347

Order backlog 2.264.248.073 1.648.636.696 1.442.938.887
Average no. of personnel 1.313 1.178 822

  RESULTS
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(in Euros)
Order backlog as 
of 31st December 

2006

Acquisitions in 
2007 Production in 2007

Order backlog as 
of 31st December 

2007

Variations in order 
backlog 1.648.636.696 1.092.534.270 476.922.893 2.264.248.073

Data of parent company BTP
(in Euro) 2007 2006 2005

production value 502.178.961 527.362.165 444.146.506
operational result 25.724.478 25.269.335 24.874.670
pre-tax result 13.255.124 12.496.121 13.340.474
net profit 9.016.167 3.907.523 5.779.748
net equity 49.835.672 40.843.511 36.911.967

OPERATIONAL RESULT
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Main balance sheet indicators

NET PROFIT
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Management report

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2007 
MANAGEMENT REPORT 

Dear Shareholders, 

This Management Report on the consolidated balance sheet has been drafted in compliance with the Civil 
Code. The consolidated balance sheet has been prepared, as usual, in accordance with provisions of Legislative 
Decree No. 127/1991.  
Financial year 2007 confirmed Group BTP’s growth trend recorded over the last few years.  
In fact: 

production revenues reached 502 million Euro, against 527 million Euro of previous financial year;   
an operating profit of 25.7 million Euro was achieved, against 25.3 million Euro recorded in 
financial year 2006; 
the net profit results in a figure slightly above 9 million Euro (against a 3.9 million Euro profit 
registered in 2006);   
the Group’s consolidated net equity, as of 31 December 2007, amounted to roughly 50 million 
Euro.   

THE GROUP’S FIELDS OF BUSINESS 
Parent company BTP S.p.A. is involved directly in building, through the assignment of public and private 
contracts for the building of civil, commercial and industrial units, offices, hospitals, airports, roads and 
infrastructures; as a secondary activity, it is engaged, through its controlled and affiliated companies, in 
trading and building residential/commercial units and offices for resale or lease to third parties. Finally, as 
ancillary and instrumental activity, Group BTP promotes the sale of properties and acts as a real estate agent.  

THE  NATIONAL MARKET 
Over the last few years, calls for bids to tender for public jobs have undergone a considerable decrease in Italy. 
From 2003 to 2007, the overall value of jobs put to tender decreased by 15.1% in nominal terms (26.4% in 
real terms). The number of calls for bids has also progressively decreased. From 2003 to 2007, the overall 
number of calls for bids fell by 26.9%.    
In 2004, the overall value of calls for bids increased  (+1.5% in nominal terms), while in 2005 and 2006 it fell 
by 2.2% and 16.8%, respectively. In 2007, a nominal increase (+2.8%) was recorded, which corresponded to 
a 0.2% fixed-price reduction. The decline in the value of calls for bids in 2005 (-2.2% in nominal terms) was 
followed by a more worrying fall in 2006 (-16.8%, in comparison to 2005), which was then confirmed also in 
the first six months of 2007 (-12.9% in value, compared to the first six months of 2006). In July and August 
2007, there was an increase in competitions which, however, was interrupted in September, October and 
November, and then resumed again in December. In December 2007, the increase in the value of 
competitions was due to Anas [National Roads Department] which, after final approval of the Public 
Contract by the State of Auditors’ Department (17th December 2007), immediately began publishing new 
competitions again. 
In 2007, average-value calls for bids notably increased. Contracts for jobs ranging between 18 and 50 million 
Euro increased by 25% in value, in comparison to 2006, and those between 50 and 75 million Euro by 
32.5%. Calls for bids ranging between 75 and 100 million Euro also increased (+83.8% in value). The value 
of calls for bids exceeding 100 million Euro decreased (-14,2%) though the number of contracts increased 
(+27.3%).   
The decrease in the number of calls for bids over the last years falls within a scenario of remarkable structural 
changes to the public demand. While, in the late 90’s, the share of major jobs exceeding 100 million Euro 
represented, in value, 1.6% of the entire market of public jobs, in 2003–2006 said share, also as a result of the 
jobs included in the ‘Legge Obiettivo’ [Objective Law] programme, was around 22-24%, reaching a peak of 
28.1% in 2004.     
In 2007, calls for bids for over 100 million Euro contracts were about 18% of the total figure. From 2003 to 
2006, the share of jobs ranging between 50 and 100 million Euro progressively increased from 5.2% in 2003 
to 6.3% in 2005, and then fell by 4.3% in 2006. In 2007, said jobs represented 6.2% (in value) of the total 
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value of calls for bids. The share of jobs ranging between 15 and 50 million Euro underwent a gradual 
reduction from 2003 to 2006, shifting from 13.5% to 10.6% of the total value of calls for bids. In 2007, said 
range increased again to 13% of the contracts. The share of jobs for up to 6.2 million Euro gradually 
increased from 2003 to 2006, going from 47.9% to 52.8% of the total value of calls for bids. In 2007, 51.4% 
of the jobs fell within such a range.  
The market structure may also be assessed by analysing the average value of competitions. In particular, we 
may consider the evolution of the average value of jobs over the past five years, according to different classes 
of amounts. Over the last five years, the classes concerning calls for bids for under 100 million Euro contracts 
have shown an essentially stable average value, while the average value of competitions for over 100 million 
Euro contracts has followed a discontinuous course. 
In 2005 and 2006, the average values were particularly high (440 million Euro in 2005 and 508 million Euro 
in 2006) in comparison to the two previous years (397 million Euro in 2003 and 258 million Euro in 2004). 
In 2007, the average value of major jobs (343 million Euro) was very similar to that of 2003-2004. In the last 
few years, both the jobs envisaged by the ‘Legge Obiettivo’ (subject to independent financing with respect to 
ordinary jobs) and ordinary jobs themselves have affected the incidence of maxi-calls for bids on the total 
value of invitations to tender for over 100 million Euro contracts. In 2003-2004, calls for bids included in the 
‘Legge Obiettivo’ (Law 433/2001) represented 76.7% and 62.8%, respectively, of the value of invitations to 
tender for over 100 million Euro contracts. 
In 2007, the importance of major jobs was due not only to the jobs envisaged by the Legge Obiettivo (52.6% 
of the total figure), but also to the jobs following ordinary procedures (47.4% of the total figure), including: 
the construction of a waste thermovalorization plant (260.2 million Euro), put to tender by the company 
Trattamento Rifiuti Metropolitani [Metropolitan Waste Processing] of Turin;

the construction of the new Multifunctional Platform in the port of Vado Ligure and the 
management of the section pertaining to the Container Terminal (450 million Euro), put to tender 
by the Port Authorities of Savona;  
the construction of the New Congress Centre – Eur (277.5 million Euro), put to tender by the 
company Eur Spa; 
restoration, requalification and expansion of the hospital units of Ospedali Civili di Brescia (128 
million Euro), put to tender by the latter. 

Hence, this is the Italian building scenario which public jobs will be part of in the next few months; a scenario 
that has become highly complex due to excessively unusual decreases which are increasingly disconnected 
from the current dynamics of market costs, and to significant law amendments and important structural 
consolidations.
Hence, we have chosen to confirm our interest in complex structural jobs, awarded through more articulated 
assignment processes, which take account not only of the extent of the economic offer but also of the quality, 
specificity and complexity of planning, of operational programming and of the Company’s commitment to 
the potential pre-financing of the work itself. 
Over the last few months, production has moved away from the Company’s more traditional fields to more 
qualifying jobs in terms of technical and management skills. 
In this respect, it is worth recalling the most important jobs currently underway, which include: the 
Company’s participation in the Quadrilatero Umbra-Marche contract, the railway work in Bologna, 
Crevalcore, San Felice sul Panaro, Naples and the motorway work for the famous Network in Florence and 
the ‘Variante di Valico’ [Mountain Pass]. 
Such a trend will be confirmed by our development activities planned for 2008, which currently include our 
participation in Italy, either directly or through the OPERAE permanent consortium, in 25 competitions: 
four of them (16%) are for contracts below 30 million Euro; 8 competitions (32%) are for contracts between 
30 and 60 million Euro, while 13 (52%) are for contracts over 60 million Euro. As for tender assignment, in 
18 cases out of 25 (i.e. 72%) reference was made to the most economically advantageous offer. 

PROJECT FINANCING 
The Group has always tried to foresee, identify and therefore satisfy the market’s demands by following 
innovative paths and by anticipating future trends, as was done for project financing in 2000.  
Project financing is the most innovative instrument introduced by recent legislation. Since the State, in the 
light of current requirements, can no longer afford to finance all interventions needed for the provision of 
public services (which need to be efficient, effective and competitive), structural and collectively-relevant 
interventions, identified on the basis of a list of priorities drafted by Public Administrative Authorities, can be 
implemented by means of projects financed through privately raised resources, recouped by the cash flow 
generated by the provision of said services. 
In 1999, having forsaken for the first time the idea of joining similar companies (e.g. Temporary Associations 
among building companies), the parent company forged an alliance with major entrepreneurial partners 
engaged in different service industries, whose contribution was necessary to cope with the increasing 
complexity of the building sector and to formulate in-house project financing proposals (planning, 
development and management).  
In 2000, acting as the leading company of the consortium, the parent company presented a project financing 
proposal (“Firenze Mobilità”), to the Municipality of Florence, which involved planning, developing and 
managing  above- and underground car parks for over 1,500 cars in the city centre, as well as building a 
subway with a pedestrian square of some 2,400 m2  before Fortezza da Basso, and developing a 77,500 m2 
park and other jobs in Florence. The importance of the proposal and the interest it aroused prompted new 
partners to join “Firenze Mobilità S.p.A.”, among which the Florence Chamber of Commerce, Aeroporto di 
Firenze SpA and Firenze Parcheggi SpA.  
In 2003, together with other entrepreneurs (e.g. RATP International, Alstom, Ansaldo-Breda), the parent 
company took part in a consortium to present a project financing proposal to the Municipality of Florence, 
which involved planning and developing the tramway, as well as management thereof for a period of 35 years, 
for a total investment of over 250 million Euro. Following awarding of the contract, the project company 
“Tram di Firenze S.p.a.” was set up with consortium members and the public transport company A.T.A.F. 
SpA, of which the Municipality of Florence is a stakeholder.  
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In the same year, the parent company also participated with other partners (e.g. Autostrade per l’Italia SpA, 
the Florence Chamber of Commerce, the Prato Chamber of Commerce and several banks) in a consortium 
for the presentation of a project financing proposal to the Tuscan Region, which involved planning and 
building the motorway junction “Bretella Lastra a Signa/Prato”, as well as management thereof for a period of 
40.5 years, for a total investment of some 250 million Euro. The proposal was held to be of “public interest”.  
The Tuscan Region eventually awarded the final and executive planning of the motorway junction to our 
Group.   
In March 2008, together with other enterprises [e.g. Icet Industrie S.p.A., C.M.S.A., Consorzio Etruria, 
Mazzanti S.p.a., Unica Società Cooperativa di Abitazione, G.S.T., C.T.C., Servizi & Promozioni s.r.l.], the 
parent company was awarded the final and executive planning, the construction and management thereof 
over 30 years of the Rapid Tram Station connecting the Firenze SMN main railway station to the town of 
Scandicci, and of the New Civic Centre of Scandicci, which also includes the conception of a new layout for 
the main Square, the building of a multi-purpose centre and two blocks of apartments and offices, for a total 
value of jobs totalling to some 30 million Euro.  
After a preliminary stage which involved the creation of an “entrepreneurial prototype”, the Group is now 
suitably organized to systematically meet, through project financing and the so-called “innovative funding”, 
the many demands of Public Administrative Authorities requiring the planning, development and 
management of public jobs and jobs of public utility, within a framework where private entrepreneurs are 
viewed as their partners in performing public initiatives for territorial and infrastructural development.    
Having consolidated its position as a promoter of such operations, the parent company upholds, as in the 
past, the need to find further opportunities, to invest in new fields, thus creating scenarios that go beyond 
straightforward real estate ventures. In this perspective, and by means of project financing or public-private 
partnerships, the parent company is currently moving towards the production of alternative energy sources, 
by building photovoltaic plants, wind energy parks, biomass. New markets are thus explored, where our 
economic efforts will be rewarded by the sale of energy itself. 
In this respect, in July 2008, the parent company will submit its proposal for the tender concerning the 
functional recovery, restoration and maintenance of the Arno River’s bobstays, as well as the construction of 
the corresponding plants for electric energy production and its management for hydro-electric production. 
The licence would be for 30 years.  
In January 2008, the parent company, together with INSO Sistemi per le Infrastrutture Sociali S.p.A., Global 
Service Toscana, Cofratech Servizi S.p.A., Consorzio Toscano Costruzioni CTC s.c.a.r.l., and Consorzio 
Cooperative Costruzioni SOF S.p.A., was assigned the role of promoter of the ‘Polo Ospedaliero’ [Hospital 
Complex] of Empoli. This entails building the hospital and new commercial areas, to be achieved by restoring 
old buildings and by erecting new ones. Moreover, new car parks will be obtained, together with services 
connected to the hospital, for a total investment of 33 million Euro. The contract also includes the renovation 
of the existing solar tower power plant and cogeneration plant.  
Following the boom of project financing operations, the elimination of the pre-emption right introduced by 
Legislative Decree 113/2007 has sharply halted and notably reduced the parent company’s submittal of 
tenders, and many competitions have come to nothing. 
The Government thus needs to take action and give new impetus to said vital instrument. In Italy, only 2% 
of the PIL [Gross Domestic Product] is invested in infrastructural work, against the average European 
percentage of 2.9%. This means that, every year, 12 billion Euro are not invested in the development of the 
territory, which thus becomes less competitive.  
Procedural swiftness, certainty and guaranteed timing are necessary in order to overcome such an 
infrastructural deficit. Private contributions and their concrete value, as well as a new and increased attention 
to services, and the willingness to take risks in order to gain future advantages, for both the public and the 
private citizen, all contribute to speed up procedures and improve territorial marketing, which are vital to 
guarantee high quality standards in line with European levels. 

EXTENSIVE REDEVELOPMENT OF DERELICT AREAS  
Being aware of the need to respond to ever-changing problems and new sectors, and for the purpose of 
creating new opportunities and market segments, going beyond the traditional role of real estate operator and 
thus becoming a developer, the Group has already successfully concluded a number of complex operations, 
such as the San Bartolo a Cintoia Redevelopment Project (some 25 hectares, including the building of a hotel 
with 220 rooms, a multi-screen cinema with 11 theatres seating 2,498 people, a 10,000 m2 shopping centre 
on the lower floor, 251 apartments and an under- and above-ground car-park and corresponding 
redevelopment), and the REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT OF OSMANNORO, involving the building of 
the IKEA Department Store (60,700 m2, with overall 26,400 m2 covered ground on two storeys, of which 
13,950 m2 for trade and 22,650 m2 as underground car park). The Group is currently involved in the 
redevelopment of key derelict areas such as:  

FORMER SIME AREA (involving the building of 410 apartments, 2 underground storeys with 
garages, car spaces and cellars, on some 25,000 m2)  
FORMER FIAT AREA - VIALE BELFIORE (some 3 hectares for the development of a 205-room 
hotel, a conference centre, retail stores and a fitness centre, with underground car park and 
residential units with 104 apartments) 
FORMER MILITARY BAKERY OF FLORENCE (renovation of some 17,000 m2 and building of 
a civic centre, residential units and offices) 
FORMER CNR AREA OF SCANDICCI (some 140,000 m2 for a “new city centre”, involving the 
building of residential/commercial units and offices, accommodation-conference structures, 
production and sport centres, for an overall area of some 75,000 m2, and a 75,000 m2 public park) 

FORMER TOBACCO FACTORY OF FLORENCE (a strategic area right in the centre of Florence. The 
redevelopment plan involves the use of current volumetries for the realization of a residential centre, offices, 
and an accommodation and exhibition centre, for overall 100,000 m2)
Internationally renowned professionals, including Adolfo Natalini and Rafael Moneo, have been involved in 
the above plans, in the knowledge that the challenge of the future is to provide quality. 
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INVESTMENTS 
The continuous and rapid growth of turnover in the last few years was matched by suitable investments in 
human resources and machinery. In 2007, just like in previous years, particular attention was paid to these 
investments.   

Human Resources 

Cost of personnel over the last 5 years (million Euro) 

The Group has been searching for rare and highly specialized human resources, in order to reach a sustainable 
competitive advantage; moreover, over the years, it has taken care of building up their trust and loyalty.  
In 2007, the parent company paid special attention to training, which represents a “connecting link” between 
the enterprise and the workforce: indeed, it fosters the personal and professional growth of those it is 
addressed to (employees) and thus, through them, it allows for the development of both the enterprise and of 
the skills needed to manage changes and to be suited to an increasingly competitive market. For this reason, 
the staff was trained on safety, quality, environment, tax management etc.  
In 2007, we continued recruiting newly graduated staff (both High School and University graduates), on top 
of those already recruited in the past, who are currently consolidating their internal training “on-site”, thanks 
also to tutors who have endorsed the corporate policy and who have put their know-how to the service of said 
new generation of workers.  
In 2007, with respect to the jobs for our Client ‘Autostrade spa’, and in the light of the specificity, cost-
relevance and time of implementation of the contracts, the parent company entered into a written agreement 
with the OO.SS [Trade Union Organizations], which experimentally defined an incentive system, though 
only for the period 01/09/2007-29/02/2008, so as to guarantee the participation and loyalty of the human 
resources involved in said jobs.  
In 2007, when the 70% target of major jobs was reached, the parent company started and completed 
personnel turnover procedures as under Law 223/91 for tenders: Tav 43 Linea Alta Velocità Milano-Napoli 
[Milan – Naples High Speed Line]; urban stretch in Bologna; Rosarno/Gioia Tauro Highway stretch along 
the Salerno-Reggio Calabria  Highway; Italfer Reggio Calabria – Metaponto along the “Pellaro – Capo 
d’Armi tunnel” stretch (PA 764).  

Machinery and equipment 

Total investments in machinery over the last 5 years (millions Euro) 

In 2007, the Group continued investing in machinery and equipment, above all in piling and drilling 
machinery, due to the peculiarities of the land and to the specificity of the work for the enlargement of the 
third lane of the Autostrada A1 [A1 Motorway] between Florence South and Florence Scandicci (Stretches B 
and C), and Section 12 of the Mountain Pass, considerably increasing the number of machines. The work 
needed for the tunnels, involving the presence of gas, required particular machineries, which were bought in 
2007 and chosen by the Logistic Division, in agreement with the management of the Infrastructural 
Contracts Unit, the Prevention and Protection Service and the Logistic Service, in order to improve safety 
standards.  
After the considerable investments made in the past years, and for the purpose of planning the use of 
equipment in the future, a larger use was made of rented equipment so as to meet regular peak production 
requirements for some contracts. 
In 2007, more than 15.5 million Euro were invested in machinery, most of which was needed for new 
infrastructural work, thus bringing investments to over 71 million Euro over the last 5 years. 

INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
The parent company has chosen to support its rapid economic growth by endorsing a number of principles 
guaranteeing its sustainability, constantly improving its efficiency and avoiding legal, economic and 
reputation risks. Hence, it has developed and guaranteed, within the scope of its activities:  

Full compliance with European, national and local laws. 
Fairness, honesty, integrity, transparency, impartiality, confidentiality and respect in business 
transactions and in corporate activities, protecting the company’s image and the expectations of its 
stakeholders, through the conduct of all corporate bodies, employees and collaborators working on 
behalf of the parent company.  
Acknowledgment of the value of safety, health and hygiene for all workers, as essential principles for 
the carrying out of the parent company’s current and future activities. 
Promotion of suitable conduct at work, by endorsing a Code of Conduct and by identifying, 
assessing and preventing all possible causes of stress due to work, mobbing, burn-out. 
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Identification of the significant environmental issues involved in each and every activity, in order to 
prevent and reduce the environmental impact to a minimum and to limit potential sources of 
pollution.  
Implementation of strategic computer technology in order to simplify communication and to 
concentrate information, guaranteeing suitable security measures for data processing. 
Care of and respect for the needs and expectations of both Clients and final users of completed jobs, 
as well as compliance with contract obligations.   

In 2007, the parent company chose to shift from a separate management of the above issues to an Integrated 
Management System, which was devised and conceived on the basis of the existing Quality System, whereby 
the corresponding operational methods were integrated with other requirements, whether voluntary or 
mandatory (Environmental Management System, System for Workplace Safety and for the Health of 
Workers, regulations on the Company’s criminal responsibility, instructions for the Protection of Personal 
Data, etc.), so as to standardise systems and procedures without creating management conflicts and 
hindrances. 
The Manager of the Integrated System is responsible for applying the principles defined in the corporate 
policy to its many activities, for training the company’s personnel (whether or not working on-site), for 
controlling the “Integrated Management System” and for submitting to the Executive Office any possible 
corrections that may be required to improve the parent company’ performance. The Manager is assisted by 
the Quality and Computer Systems Office which, in agreement with the corporate offices concerned, defines 
the methods for monitoring the performance of the enterprise so as to establish whether the planned goals are 
being achieved. 
The Integrated Management System is based on transversal issues with respect to the specific fields concerned: 

Supervisory, control and monitoring activities extended to all corporate levels, by resorting to 
professional experts. 
Better performances through the registration and analysis of both historical and current data.   
Constant and widespread restructuring of work resources, such as machinery and equipment, so that 
workers can rely on increasingly safe and reliable instruments. 
Control, supervision and monitoring of sub-contractors’ compliance with the applicable law, as well 
as with their obligations towards the parent company.    
On-going monitoring of the development of work procedures, of the resources employed and of all 
potential interferences or causes of interference between the parent company’s operational teams and 
between the corporate staff and the company’s subcontractors.   
Involvement and motivation of all the parent company’s staff, through information and training. 
Involvement of suppliers, assignees and sub-contractors in sharing the parent company’s policy and 
the objectives set out therein.  
Tests, inspections and periodic internal audits to check the correct application of the System in 
order to avoid potential non-conformities. 
Proactive dialogue with all social stakeholders involved in production processes – citizens, clients, 
authorities, associations – to exchange ideas and share knowledge and experiences. 

Triple Certification: Quality, Safety, Environment 
With respect to all areas of the Integrated Management System which are regulated by international laws, the 
System has been subject to certification in order to guarantee compliance with the following Bodies of Rules: 
UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 (Quality), OHSAS 18001:2007 (Safety), UNI EN ISO 14001:2004 
(Environment).  
Having been granted such three certificates by the ICIC (the most important Italian Institute of Certification 
for Building Companies, characterized by a wide and qualified representation of the main national clients and 
institutional guarantors of building jobs), the parent company is now one of the few national large enterprises 
(the first amongst those which precede it in the 2007 Building Classification) which can offer such an 
important guarantee of an on-going improvement of its performances, in line with the expectations of its 
many stakeholders. 
  

Quality
Being aware that corporate success depends on satisfying our clients’ expectations and on the need to preserve 
a first-class reputation as to the Quality of the work carried out, the parent company has decided to 
implement a Quality System in accordance with the UNI EN ISO 9001 regulation, already certified in 2000.   
In 2007, beside going on with full implementation of the corporate Quality System so as to maintain the 
standards of the Policy as determined by the Executive Office, the Quality Office provided intense technical-
specialized assistance to all of the corporate structures, aimed at transferring and consolidating the changes 
brought to the Corporate System. At the same time, the corporate main processes were monitored, just like in 
the past, for the purpose of continuously improving services and/or products, by means of systematic internal 
audits.  
For some highly significant contracts, auditing was carried out also by the clients themselves, with essentially 
positive results. In the meantime, the Institute of Certification carried out periodic audits to ensure the parent 
company’s on-going fulfilment of the standards required for said certificates. These audits, which involved 
both the Calenzano office and different building sites, were successful, so that the validity of the certification 
was confirmed.  

Workplace safety 
The attention paid to safety and to our workers’ conditions, deemed fundamental and essential by the parent 
company for its own development, has been spread throughout the entire corporate structure so as to share its 
values and reach pre-set results, as well as guarantee that all activities are carried out while protecting the life 
and physical health of workers.    
In 2007, the parent company created an operational structure that requires the Board of Directors (as 
“employer”) to appoint a person in charge of each production unit, whether it be stable or mobile. 
The chance of having a direct control over each building site, or over groups of building sites close to each 
other or sharing similar characteristics, allows for a “streamlined” structure in terms of decision-making, that 
is technically and functionally autonomous and that allows the “employer” to intervene “in real time” to 
control enforcement of the Policy and of the System’s procedures, as well as the correct use of resources.   
The path undertaken and upheld over the years by the parent company naturally led, in December 2007, to it 
being granted the certification under the BSI OHSAS 18001, after structuring and implementing its own 
Management System in accordance with the Guidelines UNI-INAIL [Italian National Institute against 
Accident at Work].  
The planning and management of activities regarding health and safety have thus been integrated with 
monitoring and supervisory stages, in order to attain a complete, effective and efficient structure throughout 
the production process. Moreover, the certification has allowed the parent company to reconsider the working 
methods used up till then and to discuss the opportunity of improving them. 

Environment   
With the aim of protecting the environment and constantly improving its performances in this respect, the 
parent company is committed to taking specific actions in order to limit the environmental impact of its 
work, and strives to integrate its activity, insofar as possible, with the environment, whether it be natural or 
anthropized. Different jobs have different environmental impacts; in any event, the parent company is always 
committed to reducing the inevitable environmental effects that jobs entail, also by applying its integrated 
system processes. The  important economic and planning efforts sown by the parent company, as well as 
those of its personnel, gradually and increasingly reduce the environmental impact, using materials and 
technologies which are becoming more and more environment-friendly and innovative.  
Said commitment has also been extended to sub-contractors and assignees at building sites. 
In April 2008, the parent company completed the certification process regarding its environmental 
management system, in accordance with the UNI EN ISO 14001:2004 and with the Environmental Policy 
defined by the Executive Office.  
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Code of Ethics 
The parent company’s awareness of the ethical and social impact of its work, together with the importance of 
a cooperative approach towards stakeholders and of its good reputation (both with regard to its internal 
relations and with the outside world), led the Board of Directors of the parent company, in April 2008, to 
endorse a Code of Ethics (available on the Website www.btpspa.it) and to appoint a Supervisory and Control 
Committee.    
The Code identifies the values and principles (such as honesty, correctness, integrity, transparency, 
impartiality, confidentiality and respect) to be followed by all those who act on behalf of the parent company, 
whether they be corporate bodies, employees or collaborators, so as to guarantee fairness in business 
transactions and in the business activities.   
The Code of Ethics endorsed by the parent company introduces a clear and explicit ethical and social 
responsibility on the part of its administrators, directors, collaborators and employees. In particular, relations 
with third parties (shareholders, stockholders, clients, customers, suppliers, competitors, public 
administrations) must be in accordance with the law and with the principles of correctness, transparency and 
ascertainability. Said commitment is extended to sub-contractors and to assignees working at the parent 
company’s building sites.   

Code of Conduct at work 
In May 2008, within the scope of its activities and of those of its Consortia, the parent company adopted a 
Code of Conduct for the prevention and repression of moral and sexual harassment, mobbing and 
discrimination at work. It did so with the aim of promoting awareness of the problems ensuing from staff 
relationships, as well as supporting communication between the enterprise and its workers, in line with the 
company’s wish to protect the physical integrity and moral personality thereof (Art. 2087 Italian Civil Code).   
In order to guarantee the best and most effective application of the Code and to improve the process of 
gathering all useful information in this respect, as well as facilitating the intervention of relevant corporate 
offices and their most profitable coordination, the parent company entrusted a specific individual, known as 
the “Workplace Protection Advisor” with the task of receiving complaints and/or information, suggesting any 
possible organizational, disciplinary and sanitary measures, as well as regularly informing the Board of 
Directors of his/her own work and of the implementation of the Code of Conduct. 

Computer System  
Over the years, the parent company’s Computer Systems have supported the development of the management 
system, by making procedures automatic, collecting fundamental recordings for its improvement and striving 
to shift from the single management of information (by individuals, offices or building yards) to integrated 
management. At the same time, the existing manual processes have been simplified and made automatic, 
integrating applications, reducing registration costs as well as the period of time between each event and its 
recording. Accordingly: 

All users can now share information and collaborate in real time, reducing manual operations and 
the circulation of paperwork; 
The executive office can pick out important data and use the obtained results to outline useful 
strategies.

  
Infrastructures 
To support the above goals, the parent company has significantly invested in computer technology, acquiring 
cutting-edge technological instruments.  
At the office in Calenzano, a Server Farm has been set up, which contains, in a single protected and air-
conditioned area, different servers for the management of all of the company’s applications and services. To 
satisfy the demand for hardware resources and to ensure that systems can rapidly change according to the new 
demands of users and application systems, we have resorted to virtualization, which allows for the setup of 
different “logical” servers by using various “physical” servers. Even remote offices and the main building sites 
have servers connected to the head office via VPN. 

Reliability
In order to guarantee the highest reliability standards, the Server Farm’s equipment is provided with hot plugs 
and is protected against blackouts. The network is constantly under remote control so as to immediately 
detect any functional problem, while special sensors control the humidity and temperature levels of the Server 
Farm; any problem to the systems is automatically conveyed to its maintenance technicians, via SMS and by 
e-mail.  
In any case, in the event of hardware breakdown, virtualization technology allows for virtual servers to be 
moved rapidly onto other apparatus and thus ensure continuous services. 
In 2007, a new wireless internet connection was activated which, thanks to special hardware, guarantees 
continuous services even in the event of failure of the pre-existing cable channel supplied by another operator. 

Security in data processing  
Concurrent with the higher sensitivity to Internet shown by the parent company, security standards have been 
increased (they being nowadays more and more important) in order to ensure continuous services even in the 
event of an external attack. Besides, the application of suitable measures ensuring the security of all data 
processed by computer is an obligation imposed by the “Protection of Personal Data Code”, currently in 
force.
The data of the Head Office have long been copied on tapes on a daily and weekly basis. Said tapes are kept 
far from the Server Farm; since 2007, the data are also replicated, in real time, on a disk far from the Server 
Farm. Moreover, since 2007, the most important data stocked in the servers of remote offices are 
synchronized with the head office overnight. 
In 2007, as in previous years, we examined the risks related to Security (the risk that information may be 
changed or used by unauthorized individuals), Availability (the risk that information or applications may not 
be accessible due to a breakdown or natural disaster), Performances (the risk that the low performance of 
systems, applications, staff or of the overall IT may decrease production) and Compliance (the risk that the 
management or processing of information may not be in accordance with the law or with internal 
regulations). 
In the light of such an analysis, we assessed the company’s vulnerability with respect to threats, resources and 
potential alternatives, quantifying all operational, financial, juridical and legislative effects. We evaluated 
security standards, defined security strategies to implement rules and procedures, and increased the 
personnel’s awareness in this respect, beside focusing on their training and regular updating. Special firewalls 
now control incoming communications, thus allowing or prohibiting different communications according to 
security rules. In 2004, the parent company entered into an agreement with all trade unions and defined the 
Policy governing the use of its corporate Computer Systems in order to carry out the various controls without 
infringing the Worker’s Statute. 
Concurrently, the parent company has updated its “Safety Programme”, drafted in accordance with 
provisions contained in Legislative Decree no. 196/2003 governing the Code on personal data protection.   
  
Assistance 
For the purpose of supporting the parent company’s internal staff with respect to hardware and software 
computer problems, an internal Help Desk was set up in 2007. This manages all of the users’ requests for 
assistance – those requests that are entered by clicking on the appropriate area on the Website – and carries 
out direct installation, configuration, network maintenance and training. 
All interventions are catalogued and registered, together with their feedback, thus creating statistics on the 
times of intervention and identifying potential areas which need to be improved. 
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MAIN ACTIVITIES  
The parent company’s main activities (divided by type of job and customer) in financial year 2007 are 
analysed and listed below:  

31/12/2007 Percentage Percentage 
   

PUBLIC CUSTOMERS 332,064,560 100% 70%
INFRASTRUCTURES 291,237,919 88% 
BUILDING, REDEVELOPMENT, RENOVATION 40,826,641 12% 

   
PRIVATE CUSTOMERS 144,858,333 100% 30%
RESIDENTIAL 93,024,615 64% 
INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL, OFFICES 51,833,718 36% 

   
TOTAL 476,922,893 100%

Suddivisione della produzione nel 2007 

In 2007, 70% of production was achieved in the Public sector. 

ORDER BACKLOG 
The positive trend in the parent company’s order backlog is reported in the following table and illustrated in 
the following graphs: 

Customer Order backlog as of  
31/12/06

Acquisition of jobs as 
of 31/12/07 Production in 2007 Order backlog as of  

31/12/2007 %

   

PUBLIC 1,180,593,922 513,329,774 332,064,560 1,361,859,136 60% 

PRIVATE 468,042,774 579,204,496 144,858,333 902,388,937 40% 

    

TOTAL 1,648,636,696 1,092,534,270 476,922,893 2,264,248,073

Acquisitions in the private field were limited by the non achievement of the execution of important contracts, 
due to delays in the issue of building licences to several clients. 

Percentage subdivision of order backlog as of 31 December 2007 
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Acquisition of Private and Public jobs over the last 5 years (millions Euro) 

Graph of order backlog trend (millions Euro) 

Positive trend of order backlog over the last 5 years (millions Euro) 

MAIN JOBS BEING CARRIED OUT  AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2007 

Infrastructures 
Soc. Autostrade per l’Italia S.p.A. – Enlargement to three lanes between Florence North and Florence South. 
Sections 4,5,6,7,8, (Stretches B and C) 
Assigned in 2004-2005, for an overall contractual amount of approx. 314 million Euro, the contracts plan to 
enlarge to three lanes each carriageway of the motorway stretch of the A1 between the turn-offs of Florence 
South and Florence Scandicci, for some 13.4 km. 
This development includes the following main jobs: 

Artificial tunnels: Casellina (460 mt), Melarancio II (160 mt), Lastrone (77 mt); 
Natural tunnels: Melarancio (990 mt), Del Colle (660 mt), Poggio Secco (1,250 mt), Romite (220 
mt), Pozzolatico (2,400 mt); 
7 overpasses with mixed steel-concrete decks and spans between 60 and 120 mt; 
8 works with structural decking panels and pre-stressed reinforced concrete beams and spans up to 
26 mt; 
14 box-like sectioned works and 15 tubular manholes.  

In 2007, the contracts were object of a report on a technical and supplementary solution, which increased the 
total amount of the job to Euro 363,682,649, procrastinating the date for completion to February 2011.  
Such a report was determined by the need of the client ASPI to re-assess the project of the natural tunnels 
which, in the specific case of the Pozzolatico tunnel, had proven to be qualitatively and quantitatively 
insufficient, as often pointed out by our Company; by the same means and at the same time, another 
improvement solution (under Art. 11 of the Law) was approved, as suggested by BTP only for the Casellina 
artificial tunnel, together with other minor works; this implied an exceptional amount for our Company of 
about 2.3 million Euro.  
Other than for purely technical reasons, the normal execution of the job was hindered by delays in the  
administrative process for land occupation, as well as by delays in removing and/or moving elsewhere other 
interferences and further constraints, not foreseen in the tender documents, and due to other Bodies 
interfering in the job; this brought about significant charges, which were acknowledged to some 20.24 million 
Euro following amicable proceedings (Art. 31 bis).  
For the purpose of reducing to a minimum the impact of building sites on such a sensitive area and of 
limiting the effects ensuing from narrowing the motorway, ASPI defined and proposed a programme aimed at 
speeding-up a number of operative stages, whose compliance was remunerated with acceleration awards (19.7 
million Euro), plus 4.7 million Euro guaranteed to BTP for strengthening its organization. 
At the end of the financial year, about 35% of the job had been completed. 
Execution of the works for completion of the stretch between Sasso Marconi and Barberino di Mugello – SECTION 
MUGELLO 1st PART (Section 12 and Turn-off at Barberino di Mugello) 
The contract was assigned to Baldassini-Tognozzi-Pontello on 16th February 2006, as a second best bid in the 
competition of February 2004 (estimated average decrease: 0.50%), following the winning Company’s 
contractual withdrawal (Ferrari S.p.A.). The amount includes works for about 59.3 million Euro as a whole, 
about 52.7 million Euro for measure-based works, and about 16.1 million Euro for safety expenses, for a total 
amount of about 128.1 million Euro. 
The contractual date for completion is officially 7th September 2009 (1,300 natural days). 
The job consists in completing Section 12 of the Mountain Pass of the A1 Motorway, as well as the new turn-
off at Barberino di Mugello. 
Having already completed and opened the Barberino di Mugello turn-off to traffic, in 2007 all the 
foundation works of the main viaducts were completed, the launching operations of the metal deck of the 
Bollone viaduct were started, the excavation works in the Largnano tunnel were pursued and the geo-
technical engineering works concerning the artificial tunnels Bollone I, II and III were substantially 
completed.
Of all of our jobs, this is the one that is most affected by the trends of national and international steel market, 
due to the presence of large viaducts with mixed steel-concrete decks. 
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Work progress, slowed down by a dispute with the supplier of metal decks, will be realigned to the 
contractual schedule, since the original supplier (whom a settlement has already been reached with) will work 
together with a second supplier. 
The other ‘disturbances’ to work progress are caused by the need to suit the project to new solutions 
introduced by the Executive Direction nearly every week, by the disturbances caused by external companies 
using the service roads being built and by the unfitness for use of some building areas differing from what 
suggested during the competition. 
At the end of the financial year, 42% of the job had been completed. 
RFI / Italferr - Doubling the railway line Bologna-Verona, between Crevalcore-Nogara (sections 3.0, 4.1 and 4.2) 
and between San Felice sul Panaro – Poggio Rusco (section 3.2)  
The job was assigned to the ATI [Temporary Association of Enterprises] between 2003 and 2004, and is now 
being carried out according to schedule: it consists of the execution of a new double track railway line for 
some 50 km. The most significant works are two railway viaducts “Panaro” and “Canal Bianco”, for overall 5 
km. The total amount of the two contracts is 252 million Euro; the BTP share is 70%, i.e. 176 million Euro; 
at the end of 2007, 74% of the job had been completed. Expected date of completion: the first six months of 
2009. 
The construction of a second track between Crevalcore and San Felice has already been completed and 
opened to railway traffic, thus in advance compared to the contractually agreed deadline, fully satisfying the 
client RFI; as a result, the Company has been given an acceleration award, as agreed. 
RFI / Italferr – Quadruplication of the Padua-Mestre rail link  
The job, assigned to the ATI, is for a contractual amount of some 115 million Euro. BTP’s quota amounts to 
over 68 million Euro, which have all been already booked; the job, consisting in broadening the double-track 
bed (for some 20 km), was completed in the early six months of 2007; final tests are currently being carried 
out. 
TAV / Italferr – Railway network of Bologna, Job 9 / Tav 43 
The job was assigned to the ATI for a contractual amount of over 92 million Euro. In 2006, a Supplementary 
Deed was made, which raised the amount of the job to 104 million Euro. BTP’s quota is some 91 million 
Euro.  
The job consists in enlarging the current double track for Milan (western outskirts of Bologna) to four tracks, 
with a branch-line of the High Speed line for Milan and of the line for Verona. The most significant works 
are the railway bridge “Cintura 2” with 35 spans (25 metres each), and the reinforced concrete box-like 
structure that will allow the new railway line to pass under the A1 Motorway and Bologna’s by-pass. All the 
railway works have been completed. In June 2007, the new High Speed line was opened to the public. 
As of 31.12.07, 90% of the job had been completed; expected date of completion: late 2008. 
RFI / Italferr - Dynamic Multifunction Plant (Idp2), Naples and the new Naples-Barra railway station 
The jobs, for a contractual amount of over 72.5 million Euro, were acquired by the Temporary Association, 
as parent company, for the IDP2 part and, as sole contractor, for the Barra railway station. In 2006, a 
Supplementary Deed was made, which raised the amount of the two contracts to some 86 million Euro. 
Baldassini-Tognozzi-Pontello’s quota is for over 62 million Euro. 
The IDP2 job consists in developing the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance plant for “fixed-array” high- 
and low-speed trains used in the south of Italy. The most significant work is the MAV/MBV depot, where up 
to twelve complete trains will be housed in a covered 25.000 m2 area.
The other main job consists in developing the Naples Barra railway station. The most significant work is the 
large underpass in reinforced concrete connecting the station’s platforms. 
As of 31st December 2007, 75% of BTP’s quota had been completed for the first contract and 50% for the 
second, also due to a series of significant changes imposed by Italfer which delayed commencement of the 
works.
For both jobs, completion is expected at the end of 2008; in June 2008, the depot will begin to be used, 
where the rolling-stock will be subject to maintenance work by RFI. 
RFI / Italferr – Doubling the Railway Line between Pellaio (Reggio Calabria) and Capo d’Armi 
This is an integrated job, whose contractual amount, re-qualified according to the executive plan, amounts to 
more than 51.8 million Euro. 

The job consists in widening the existing single track, so as to build a new railway line with three new 
viaducts, extending manholes and other existing works. In addition, some 20 new road and pedestrian 
underpasses will be built in order to remove the many level crossings.  
In September 2006, we successfully managed to finish all the necessary works for opening the double track 
(for the entire stretch) to railway traffic, 15 months earlier than foreseen deadline; therefore, the entire 
acceleration award was granted, as stated in the contract (11.6 million Euro). 
Following the attainment of the award and pursuant to additional works required by Italfer (necessary to 
protect the coast from heavy seas), the total contractual amount is now 65.3 million Euro. 
At the end of 2007, approx. 93% of job had been completed. The works for re-arranging the roads of the 
towns crossed by the new railway line are yet to be completed; this is expected to take place by July 2008. 
Agenzia Torino 2006 – “Sestriere” State Road n.23 -  Porte bypass (Pinerolo) 
The job consists in building a new 9-km roadway of State Road 23, linking Turin to Colle del Sestriere. The 
job, falling within the framework of the Winter Olympics 2007, is for a contractual amount of some 43 
million Euro.   
The main features of the works are the 1,060 metre-long “Craviale” natural tunnel and the 650 metre-long 
“Turina” tunnel, as well as three viaducts, which are particularly complex since they stand in the bed of river 
Chisone.    
On 15 December 2005, two months before the Winter Olympics, the road was opened to traffic. In the 
course of 2006, tests were successfully completed.  During 2007, some disputes arisen upon completion of the 
job were amicably settled.   
Autostrade Siciliane - A18 - Motorway Syracuse – Gela – Section 4 "Noto" and Section  5 "Rosolini" 
The job, including technical reports, amount to more than 100 million Euro.   
The main works are the following: 
Four viaducts (Noto, Gioi, Inferno, Tellaro), 1,450 metre long, using pre-stressed reinforced concrete 
elements (cross ashlars) produced in a special on-site prefabricated unit and placed by two trucks with up to 
600 ton capacity.   
Two natural and artificial tunnels (Cozzo Inferno) 730.35 metre long, made with a sole working face, after 
suitable consolidation of front and calotte.   
Bridges, overpasses, above-underground reinforced concrete passes made in progress and pre-stressed 
reinforced concrete beams of variable sizes (total number: 22).   
Since the motorway runs across an extremely valuable area in archaeological and environmental terms, all 
works comply with specifications laid down by the local Cultural and Environmental Assets Superintendence. 
The job was completed in January 2007. 
Anas - Widening the Salerno – Reggio Calabria motorway, SA-RC 3rd trunk-2nd stretch-Section 4  
In 2007, the job was completed and the motorway was opened to traffic in September, as planned. 
The dispute with the Contracting Administration is still pending. The Administration has been asked to 
commence proceedings for an amicable settlement of the parties’ claims as under art 31 bis. 
The registered claims amount to some 70 million Euro. 
Anas – Works relating to the construction of State Road 125 "Orientale Sarda" 2nd section, 3rd stretch; 3rd 
section, 1st and 2nd stretches  
The jobs, for a contractual amount of over 23.5 million Euro, consist in the development of the new State 
Road n° 125, for some 8.0 km. The first stretch, which includes the “Cardedu” turnoff, was completed and 
opened to motor traffic in February 2007.  
Excavation works on the Genna Ortiga tunnel, which fell under the second job, were completed up to 1,000 
meters approximately.   
At the end of 2007, 65% of the job had been completed. The job is expected to be fully completed in the 
course of 2008. 
Anas - S.S 337 “della Valle Vigezzo” implementation of safety measures for the stretch between km. 7+300 and 
8+450   
Once the building site was set up, delayed by bad winter conditions, the works began in early spring. 
750 metres of tunnel have already been excavated; the most difficult stretch, which passes under the ancient 
village of Paiesco, was reached at the end of the year. 
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The total amount of the job is 23.5 million Euro. As of 31 December 2007, 20% of the job had been 
completed. 

Civil Works   
Silvestrini Hospital in  Perugia  
The job, including the 4 technical reports already signed together with the Umbria Region and the contracts 
with the Hospital, for an overall amount of some 71,294,000 Euro, estimated that the works would be 
completed on 28th December 2007. 
On this date, the substantial completion of the job was communicated to the Contracting Administration, 
which granted other 60 days to complete minor finishing works. 
On 28th December 2007, the last Work Progress report (n° 55) was drafted. 
Nuovo Ospedale Unico Territoriale di Todi [New Territorial Hospital of Todi] - Marsciano   
Works began on 30th March 2007 and will be completed by 22nd February 2009.  
As of 31st December 2007, the alternative solution no. 1 was being formalized. This will increase the 
contractual amount to approximately  Euro 1,300,000 and postpone the contractual term by 5 months. 
The job, for over Euro 20,325,000, includes the following works: 

Construction of 5 buildings for medical-surgical-outpatient activities; 
Construction of a technological centre for the hospital; 
Internal road system with car parks and connections with the ordinary road network; 
Construction of a main sewer. 

As of 31st December 2007, 3 Work Progress reports had been drafted, for an overall amount of over Euro 
1,500,000. 
The works are regularly being carried out. 
Interport of S. Miniato, Pisa – Units for Forwarders’ Centre 
The job consists of building an industrial unit included in the lot plan of the area which is to  become a train 
yard -  district D6 in San Donato, near the FI-PI-LI Highway. The unit is made up of 6 industrial sheds, for 
overall 100,000 covered m2; the sheds are prefabricated and made of prefabricated curtain walls, plus 8,000 
m2 of middle floors for offices and 1 building for management and commercial purposes, for an overall area of 
some 3,500 m2. The job amounts to 70 million Euro. 
Production unit in Querciola, Municipality of Sesto Fiorentino  
The job foresees the construction of production units, of which no.s 1;2;3 and 4 as under the Minimum 
Units of Intervention (U.M.I.) included in the Detailed Plan no. 10, page 18/24 of the  P.r.g. [Regulating 
Plan]. The production unit consists of 11 production buildings and 2 service centres and related works, for an 
overall area of some 47,668 m2, plus a parking area of some 15,141 m2 and private roads for some 2,285 m2.
In particular, the M.U.I are structured and developed as follows: 

U.M.I. 1: 4 buildings for production purposes on 2 floors, and a service centre on 3 floors, usable 
area 13,370 m2. 
U.M.I. 2: 4 buildings for production purposes on 2 floors, and a service centre on 3 floors; usable 
area 16,996 m2. 
U.M.I.. 3: 1 building for production purposes on 2 floors, usable area 5,863 m2. 
U.M.I. 4: 2 buildings for production purposes on 2 floors, usable area 11,439 m2.  

The project provides for buildings which may be subdivided into several units, developed on the basis of the 
“front/back” idea, i.e. facing both public and private roads (on the latter, small courtyards are also located). 
All buildings are prefabricated, with prefabricated curtain walls in coloured reinforced concrete on matrix 
formworks. Prefabricated beam covers are completed by semicircular panels in insulated aluminium. Door 
frames are in aluminium; entrance metal folding doors are surmounted by cantilever roofs. The job amounts 
to some 18.7 million Euro. 

Hotels  
Renovation of former Fiat area Viale Belfiore / Via Benedetto Marcello – Florence  
The area, surrounded by vegetation the same height as buildings, includes a hotel, a commercial area, a 
congress centre and a number of residential units. The usable area of the hotel is some 18,980 m2; the first 
floor underground includes the hotel foyer, reception, breakfast room and restaurant, while the upper three 

floors accommodate the hotel rooms and suites; the swimming pool, solarium, lounge bar and 25 rooms are 
on the fourth floor.  
There are overall 205 rooms, of which 8 suites, all with private loggia or garden. The hotel’s services are 
located in an autonomous unit (yet integrated in the overall organizational structure), and are distributed on 
three floors, facing inwards, with double façade screened by wooden brise-soleils; the last floor is occupied by 
technical units.  
The 33 commercial units are located on two floors and have a usable area of some 6,170 m2; access is from 
public pathways.  
The congress centre, located on the third floor underground, has a usable area of some 1,950 m2 and includes 
a foyer, bar, cloakroom, multi-purpose hall of 700 m2 for 600 people, plus three smaller rooms. On the lower 
floor, there are projection and interpreters’ booths. 
The residential area is on the western part of the site; 106 apartments are located on 5 storeys and spread over 
a usable area of 6,290 m2; all apartments are located around a central garden and have a private balcony. The 
unit has some 700 underground car places. The job amounts to 84.33 million Euro. 
Villa and Park Le Maschere  
The estate is located near Barberino del Mugello, in the locality Le Maschere, on an isolated hill overlooking 
the lake of Bilancino. It includes the main four-storey building, Villa delle Maschere, which occupies a surface 
totalling to some 7,000 m2, as well as a smaller building, the Gardener’s dwelling, on two floors for some 800 
m2, and the Park, which stretches over some 19 hectares. Historical outlines: The first iconographical evidence 
of the Villa dates back to 1585. In fact, around 1590, a map of the Borough of S. Jacopo at Villa Nova and S. 
Maria a Colle Barocci was drawn by the ‘Capitani di Parte’ [governors], and the property is easily visible 
therein. The Bettini family were its owners. An important year in the history of the Villa was 1611, when 
Marquis Ottavio Gerini bought the property, together with thirteen farms, from Ser Bartolomeo di Vincenzo 
Bettini. From then onwards, the Gerini family enlarged and embellished it continuously. The period when 
the villa was most enlarged was between 1600 and the early years of the 18th century; there is a splendid 
image of the Villa, made by Zocchi in 1744, which shows that the Villa had been enormously increased in 
size in comparison to the 16th century dwelling. On occasion of Pope Pius IX’s stay, on 17th August 1857, 
the family chapel was embellished and enlarged. In the early years of the 20th century, Marquis Gerini called 
Tito CHINI to restore and fresco the first-floor rooms with stucco works, large windows and panels. Works:
Purchased by the current owners in 2000, totally abandoned and in a state of utter decay, the whole complex 
will be turned into a high-class hotel, with 65 historical bedrooms divided between the “Villa” and the 
“Gardener’s Dwelling”, as well as a large fitness area equipped with indoor swimming pools. The park will be 
restored according to 19th century criteria, bringing back to life romantic walkways, panoramic avenues, 
‘belvedere’, ponds and fields. All of the works will be carried out in compliance with applicable regulations 
and under the supervision of the Monument and Environment Superintendence, since both the Villa and the 
park have been declared a “monumental complex” and, as such, are subject to said Superintendence. The net 
amount of the job is roughly 21 million Euro. Work completion is expected by December 2008. As of 
December 2007, 70% of the job had been carried out. 
Internal restoration of the building in via Amendola – via Daniele Manin – via Principe Amedeo, Rome (The job 
includes completion o fan indoor garage and a conference hall).     
The residential building to be restored dates back to the late 19th century (covered area some 1,600 m2 and 
internal courtyard some 380 m2), and includes an underground floor and seven above-the-ground floors.  
The masonry structure (tuff blocks and full brickworks) includes different kinds of floors (original floors are 
either wooden or vaulted; previously renovated floors are either with brick arches on iron I-beams or in 
reinforced concrete).  
Basic works envisage the general replacement of floors, reserving consolidation works only to reinforced 
concrete sections (where not ruined).  
Stairs and lifts have been entirely pulled down and rebuilt. Walls have been suitably reinforced. 
A 2-storey garage has been built in the internal courtyard (going 7.00 metre deep, under the supervision of 
the Archaeological Superintendence); the garage will provide 25 car places, above which a conference hall will 
be built. 
The new partitions are obtained through equipped walls, made of chalk panels and supported by metal 
structures, i.e. a cutting-edge solution guaranteeing noise abatement. Window and door frames are being 
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installed; electrical and mechanical systems are being completed; the same applies to finishing of bathrooms 
on the various floors. 
The job will amount to overall 18 million Euro. 
Hotel Lido di Camaiore  
The hotel which is being built, on Viale Cristoforo Colombo and via Dante Alighieri in Lido di Camaiore – 
Lucca, will be a four-star hotel, with a large outside garden and open-air sport facilities, including two tennis 
courts and an outdoor swimming pool, plus large car parks.  
The covered area is some 12,000 m2, with six floors above the ground and technical units underground. The 
ground floor includes all common services, such as the hotel reception, restaurant, bar, meetings rooms, 
offices, kitchen and indoor swimming pool. The five upper floors will include 35 residential units and 69 
rooms. The job amounts to 13 million Euro. 
Building for accommodation (residential) and commercial purposes in Via Barberinese / Via Einstein – Campi 
Bisenzio – Florence 
The job concerns an area undergoing rapid expansion, thanks to a dynamic development of its retail, trade, 
entertainment facilities and structures.  
The building, on six above-ground floors, extends for some 9,576 m2, 8,820 of which are for tourist purposes 
(180 residential units) and 756 m2, on the ground floor, for commercial purposes.  
The project includes a tall portico in Navona travertine which serves as a base; and a central unit, from the 
second to the fifth floor, evenly interrupted by prefabricated panels in GRC (Glass Reinforced Concrete), 
sporadically interspersed by volumes protruding from its façade. 
On the top floor, there is an open gallery, a loggia, set back from the façade, which completes the building. 
On its short sides, there are emergency staircases, camouflaged by an opal glass front. 
The job amounts to 12 million Euro. 

Residential  
15 residential interventions are currently being carried out in Tuscany, for overall 2,205 accommodation 
units, plus a substantial number of commercial units and annexed offices. 
Said jobs have been commissioned by local building cooperatives and private clients.  
The net amount of the jobs is over 250 million Euro. 
The most significant jobs are listed here below: 

Building a residential unit including 410 apartments – Via Toscanini – Florence – Former Sime 
area, for a net amount of the job totalling to some 34 million Euro.  
Urban restoration related to the demolition of sheds, restoration of a building for 16 lodgings and 8 
shops, building of 8 units for overall 135 lodgings and 1 shop, a multi-floor car park ,and primary 
and secondary development works in the area of the Former Officine Stianti in San Casciano Val di 
Pesa (FI), for a contractual amount of over 21 million Euro.  
Demolishing existing buildings – Restoration of Former Centrale Cinema and part of Officine Del 
Taglia – Signa, building 107 lodgings and 8 commercial units. Job net amount: over 11 million 
Euro.  
Urban restoration related to the demolition of sheds, and building of a residential complex with 5 
residential and commercial units, for 92 apartments and 12 shops, plus primary and secondary 
urbanization works in the “Former Sims” area in the Municipality of Scandicci – Via Mazzini, on 
the corner with Via Del Mulin Nuovo – for over 16 million Euro.  
Restoring and building units for multiple uses (commercial, residential and offices), for overall 100 
apartments, 3 shops and 2 offices, plus underground areas for garages and technical units, 
subdivided in 4 buildings, in the Municipality of Rignano sull’Arno – Locality of Troghi. Job net 
amount: 15 million Euro.  
Within the framework of the Integrated Intervention Plan (P.I.I.), aimed at redeveloping the urban, 
building and environmental context of Badia a Settimo / S. Colombano, a P.E.E.P. area [Area for 
Council Houses] has been identified, within which 16 Lots are being constructed to accommodate 
overall 234 apartments subdivided as follows: 3 terraced lots for 31 apartments; 6 aligned lots for 
110 apartments and 7 tower lots for 93 apartments, a building for a kindergarten and multiple 

purposes, plus primary and secondary development works including a large green area to be used as a 
public park. Job net amount: 37 million Euro.  
Construction of a building for mixed, residential and commercial purposes, within the framework of 
the Recovery Plan in the former Fiat area in Novoli, Florence, within the M.I.U. “G” called “17”; it 
is made up of 44 luxury apartments and 5 commercial units on the ground floor, plus an 
underground garage, cellars and technical units. Job net amount: 9.34 million Euro. 
Within the experimental residential building plan called “20,000 buildings on rent”, Affitto Firenze 
S.p.A.” has launched the construction of a Conventional Unitary Project within the intervention 
area “La Sala”. In this context the following lots are being built: Lots 1; 3; 4; and 5; more 
specifically, Lot 1 to be let, with 90 lodgings; for sale: Lot 3, with 39 lodgings, Lot 4 with 39 
lodgings, and Lot 5 with 16 lodgings. The area is in Florence, locality “La Sala”. Job net amount: 
over 20 million Euro. 
Construction of a circular-shaped building for mixed purposes (i.e. residential and commercial 
purposes), with 133 apartments and 7 commercial units, plus underground garages and green areas, 
in Calenzano (Fi) – section 23 – railway station area – area of the former Cement Factory 
Valmarina. Job amount: 14.6 million Euro.   
Project within the framework of the Recovery Plan no. 40 in Via Nuova – Calenzano (Florence), 
involving the construction of residential buildings in the UMI 1 [Minimum Unit for Intervention]; 
UMI 3; UMI 4. In the UMI 1 and 2, the Recovery Plan allows for the erection of two buildings for 
each UMI with 3-4 floors above ground, making up 212 lodgings, for an overall covered ground 
area of 11,340 m2. In the UMI 3 and 4, two buildings are planned for each UMI, though with 2-3 
floors above ground, making up 128 lodgings, with an overall covered ground area of 7,360 m2. The 
main buildings include private underground parking lots, which can be reached from the central 
portion of the allotment; between the various buildings, there is a central courtyard, accessible from 
public roads, with pedestrian pathways leading to common staircases and the lodgings on the ground 
floor. Such common areas will be equipped with amenities, fostering residents’ social aggregation. 
Outside the buildings, small private pieces of land will be arranged with paving, grass and plants. 
Air-conditioning and central heating plants of the entire property will be connected to a centralized 
tele-heating and tele-conditioning system, which will supply both hot and cold water. Job amount: 
26.8 million Euro. 
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT, ASSET AND LIABILITY STATEMENT 
Financial year 2007 ended with a net profit for the Group of Euro 9,016,167. 
Consolidated assets and liabilities had a net invested capital amounting to Euro 277,443,055 as of 31 
December 2007. 
At the end of the year, the Group’s net equity amounted to Euro 40,835,672. 
The main economic and financial items in the balance sheet as of 31 December 2007, including those already 
mentioned above, are shown in the following tables: 

Summary Consolidated Profit & Loss Statement

   

2007 % on revenues 2006 % on revenues 

Revenues  491,906,591  507,034,924 

Adjustment* (9,824,083)  (16,952,655) 

Revenues net of adjustments 482,082,508 97.91% 490,082,269 96.02% 

Other revenues and income 10,272,370 2.09% 20,327,241 3.98% 

Production revenues (net of adjustments) 492,354,878 100.00 % 510,409,510 100.00% 

Operating costs (464,324,378)  (492,054,701) 

Adjustments * 9,824,083  16,952,655 

Operating costs net of adjustments (454,500,295) (92.31%) (475,102,046) (93.08%) 

Gross operating margin 37,854,583 7.69% 35,307,464 6.92% 

Amortizations and provisions (12,130,105) (2.46%) (10,038,129) (1.97%) 

Operating profit 25,724,478 5.22% 25,269,335 4.95% 

Net financial (charges) revenues  (13,688,606) (2.78%) (12,857,244) (2.52%) 

Adjustments to financial asset values  1,423,230 0.29% (150,783) (0.03%) 

Net extraordinary (charges) revenues (203,978) (0.04%) 234,813 0.05% 

Pre-tax result 13,255,124 2.69% 12,496,121 2.45% 

Taxes  (4,433,974) (0.90%) (8,581,707) (1.68%) 

Consolidated net profit (loss)  8,821,150 1.79% 3,914,414 0.77% 

of which Third Party profit (loss) (195,017) (0.04%) 6,891 0.00% 

of which Group profit (loss) 9,016,167 1.83% 3,907,523 0.77% 

Cash flow (profit plus amortizations) 20,951,255 4.26% 13,952,543 2.73%

* in order to better represent the Group’s actual economic trend, the Board of Directors has decided to deduct mutual credits and debts 
with connected consortium companies from revenues and costs, in that said relations usually increase revenue and cost values without 
added value. 

   
Production revenues went from Euro 510,409,510 (financial year 2006) to Euro 492,354,878 (financial year 
2007), thus recording a 3.5% decrease. 
The gross operating margin rose from Euro 35,.307,464 (financial year 2006) to Euro 37,854,583 (financial 
year 2007), i.e. a 7.2% increase. 
The operating profit rose from Euro 25,269,335 (financial year 2006) to Euro 25,724,478 (financial year 
2007), thus recording a 1.8% increase. 
Amortizations and provisions rose from Euro 10,038,129 (financial year 2006) to Euro 12,130,105 (financial 
year 2007). 
The cash flow (profit plus amortizations) rose from Euro 13,952,543 (financial year 2006) to Euro 
20,951,255 (financial year 2007). 
In the light of the above, current financial management remains substantially unvaried compared to previous 
financial year. 

The general trend of Group management is overall positive, as can be seen in the above summary 
consolidated profit and loss statement.  
The following table summarizes the Group’s asset and liability balance as of 31 December 2007: 

Summary Asset and Liability statement

(in Euro) 31/12/2007 31/12/2006

Net fixed assets 59,333,213 71,809,122 
Net current assets 227,240,935 153,039,120 
Risk reserves and Employees’ Retirement Indemnity Fund (9,131,093) (14,831,045) 

Net invested capital  277,443,055 210,017,197

Short-term net indebtedness (66,283,399) (181,148,357) 
Mid- long-term net indebtedness (161,461,203) 12,032,182 

Net indebtedness (227,744,602) (169,116,175) 

Net equity 49,698,453 40,901,022

Group’s net equity 49,835,672 40,843,511

Third parties’ net equity (137,219) 57,511 

The increase in net current assets is specifically analysed in the “Financial position” section.  
Short-term net indebtedness mainly refers to quotas for loans and mortgages due within next financial year, to 
payables towards banks, factoring companies and leasing companies.  
Short-term net indebtedness went from Euro 181,148,357 (financial year 2006) to Euro 66,283,399 
(financial year 2007), thus recording a positive decrease of Euro 114,864,958.  
Mid/long-term net indebtedness mainly refers to quotas for loans and mortgages due after next financial year, 
as well as to payables towards leasing companies.  
Mid/long-term net indebtedness went from Euro 12,032,182 (financial year 2006) to Euro 161,461,203 
(financial year 2007), thus recording an increase of Euro 173,493,385.  
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GROUP’S FINANCIAL POSITION 
The consolidated balance sheet as of 31 December 2007 provides a complete analysis of the Group’s financial 
structure and of all variations to individual items; the most significant trends have been reported below. 
The Group’s financial position is summarised as follows (values in Euro):  

31/12/2007 31/12/2006 Variation
Subscribed capital unpaid  2,314 2,313 1
Liquid funds 17,169,680 5,638,329 11,531,351 
Financial assets not classified as fixed assets  17,070,440 65,759,755 (48,689,315) 
Payables to banks within one year (199,902,167) (190,110,153) (9,792,014) 
Payables to other financial institutions within one year (52,828,341) (61,303,879) 8,475,538 

Net financial position towards third parties  (218,488,074) (180,013,635) (38,474,439) 

Net financial receivables from (Net financial payables to) controlled 
companies within one year 

138,161,268 - 138,161,268 

Net financial receivables from (Net financial payables to) affiliated 
companies within one year 

11,430,085 (920,544) 12,350,629 

Financial receivables from (Net financial payables to) parent 
companies within one year 2,613,322 (214,178) 2,827,500 

Net short-term financial position (66,283,399) (181,148,357) 114,864,958

The total net short-term financial position went from Euro 181,148,357 (financial year  2006) to Euro 
66,283,399 (financial year 2007), thus recording a positive decrease of  Euro 114,864,958 (See the ‘Variation’  
column for details).   

The different components of working capital developed as follows (in Euro): 

31/12/2007 31/12/2006 Variation
Inventory  1,424,384,523 1,201,703,078 222,681,445 
Net receivables from clients 259,144,075 222,164,731 36,979,344 
Receivables from deconsolidated controlled company 2,729,684 - 2,729,684 
Receivables from affiliated companies valued according to the 
net equity method 11,484,404 4,305,196 7,179,208 

Receivables from parent companies 494,033 - 494,033 
Receivables from taxation authorities 5,029,341 15,174,229 (10,144,888) 
Prepaid taxes 287,962 612,135 (324,173) 
Receivables from others 45,237,924 9,804,928 35,432,996 
Payments on account  (1,287,932,617) (1,042,730,796) (245,201,821) 
Payables to suppliers (212,516,230) (251,769,493) 39,253,263 
Payables to deconsolidated controlled company (4,330,789) - (4,330,789) 
Payables to affiliated companies valued according to the net 
equity method  (15,854,143) (9,229,179) (6,624,964) 

Payables to taxation authorities (15,902,044) (7,708,815) (8,193,229) 
Payables to Social Security authorities (3,765,705) (3,793,852) 28,147 
Other payables (14,335,437) (20,690,091) 6,354,654 
Net deferred and accrued expenses and income 33,085,954 35,197,049 (2,111,095) 

Net current assets 227,240,935 153,039,120 74,201,815

INFORMATION ON THE USE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 
Pursuant to document no. 3 issued by the Italian Accounting Office (OIC), we hereby provide the following 
information on financial positions. 
The credit risk represents the Group’s exposure to potential losses due to the counterpart’s breach of its 
obligations. In the light of the Group’s main clients, the credit risk connected with its ordinary performance 
of commercial transactions is generally low. The Group has not encountered any significant breaches.    
The liquidity risk represents the risk that financial resources may not be available or may be so though only at 
a high price. The Group currently deems it has access to sufficient financing so as to satisfy its foreseeable 
financial needs. 
It is nonetheless pointed out that the Group has used derivative financial instruments in pursuing a policy 
aimed at covering the “interest rates” risk for part of its structural indebtedness; the Explanatory Notes 
provide all information on the type of instruments used and on their fair value. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
The Group invests in product innovation and development, and in improving the quality of its services and 
operating systems. 
It does not carry out appropriately qualifiable technological research. 

COMPANY’S OWN SHARES 
As of 31 December 2007, neither the parent company nor any other company included in the consolidation 
area held shares of its own or shares of parent companies, nor had they taken steps to purchase or sell any such 
shares during the financial year. 
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH PARENT, CONTROLLED AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES 
At the end of the financial year, there existed the following relationships with parent, controlled and affiliated 
companies:  

ASSET AND LIABILITY 
RELATIONSHIP Kind of relationship 

Company Financial receivables Financial receivables and other 
receivables 

Other payables 

(in Euro) (Entered under fixed assets) (Entered under current assets) 

Shareholders for financing: - - -

Holding BRM S.p.A. - - -
Edil-Invest S.r.l. - - -

Parent companies: 2,638,606 494,033 25,284

Holding BRM S.p.A. - - -
Edil-Invest S.r.l. 2,638,606 494,033 25,284
Deconsolidated controlled 
companies::

- 140,890,952 4,330,789 

Immobiliare Ferrucci S.r.l. - 140,890,952 4,330,789

Affiliated companies: 17,766,168 11,484,888 15,854,143 

Sunto S.r.l. 59,528 - 2,900 
Ed.In.Tre S.r.l. (being wound-up) 414,036 - -
Consorzio Colle Futura (being 
wound-up)

- - 57,179 

Travel 15 S.c.a r.l. (being wound-
up) - - 97,405 

La Fonderia S.r.l. (being wound-
up) 68,828 11,218 -

Nuova Emilia S.c.a r.l. (being 
wound-up)  

- - 34,363 

Consorzio Nuova Badia 1,059,000 943,630 6,018 
Villa Magli S.r.l. 100,000 25,162 - 
Villa Fossi S.r.l. (being wound-up)  616,457 61,790 - 
Project Costruzioni S.c.a r.l. 2,821,175 174,688 1,991,925 
Mugello Outlet S.c.a r.l. 148,500 1,556,824 1,400,722 
Consorzio Affitto Firenze - - 738 
Mediat San Casciano S.c.a r.l. - - -
Alberti S.r.l. - - -
Consorzio Stabile OPERAE 9,482,280 1,283,356 4,556,329 
Soc.Cons.Ospedale Empoli a r.l. - - 592,983 
Metropolis S.p.A. 2,973,000 - - 
Cefalù 20 S.c.a r.l. - - -
STIF S.r.l. - - -
Diomira S.c.a r.l. 23,364 7,428,220 7,100,407 
Bretella S.c.a r.l. - - 13,174 
Il Forte S.p.A. - - -

Total 20,404,774 152,869,873 20,210,216

The extent of the its financial relationships with controlled companies results from the financial coordination 
carried out by the parent company. The use of available resources within the Group takes the shape of short-
term loans - at times non-interest bearing, and at times remunerated at market rates on an annual basis. 
Other receivables substantially consist in debts for services, interests and debts incurred to recover expenses. 

ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIPS Kind of relationship 

Company 
(in Euro) 

Financial 
revenues 

Financial 
charges 

Performance of 
services/ Sale of 

assets

Extraordinary 
revenues 

Costs

Parent companies: 493,206 - - - - 

Holding BRM S.p.A. - - - - - 
Edil-Invest S.r.l. 493,206 - - - -

     
Deconsolidated controlled 
companies: 13,008,918 - - - -

Immobiliare Ferrucci S.r.l. 13,005,379 - - - -
Prato Consorzio 3,539 - - - -

     

Affiliated companies: 52,970 - 70,005 - 17,778,327 

La Fonderia S.r.l. (being wound-up) 4,379 - - - -
Nuova Emilia S.c.a r.l. (being 
wound-up) - - - - 34,363 

Consorzio Colle Futura (being 
wound-up)

- - - - 3,623 

Cefalù 20 S.c.a r.l. - - - - - 
Diomira S.c.a r.l. - - 30,000 - 7,841,177 
Villa Magli S.r.l. 8,000 - - - - 
Villa Fossi S.r.l. (being wound-up) 40,591 - - - -
Project Costruzioni S.c.a r.l. - - - - 2,449,589 
Mugello Outlet S.c.a r.l. - - 15,000 - 137,683 
Mediat San Casciano S.c.a r.l. - - - - -
Consorzio Stabile OPERAE - - 19,924 - 5,103,090 
Soc.Cons. Ospedale di Empoli a r.l. - - - - 536,359 
Sunto S.r.l. - - 5,081 - - 
Consorzio Nuova Badia - - - - 6,018 
Bretella S.c. a  r.l. - - - - 1,666,425 

     

Total 13,555,094 - 70,005 - 17,778,327

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OCCURRED AFTER THE FINANCIAL YEAR WAS CLOSED 
No significant event occurred after year end that may reasonably justify a change in the Group’s financial and 
economic structure reflected in the 2007 Balance Sheet.  

FORESEEABLE DEVELOPMENT 
A positive development of the Group’s activities and management is expected both in terms of operational 
profitability and financial returns.  

On behalf of  THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

The Chairman  
Mr. Riccardo Fusi 
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